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heat and fading
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Dream House
Nightmare
Tamed

Bright sunlight bathes the interiors all day long through the
large contemporary glass windows, and therein lies a
problem. The oversized windows allow the "outdoors" in but
also permits sunlight, with its intrinsic damaging ultraviolet
rays and heat, to come in as well.
Simply put, sunlight is made up of three elements: visible
light (44%), ultraviolet light (3%), and infra red (54%) which
manifests itself as heat. The combination of heat and
ultraviolet rays is responsible for the fading and the
deterioration of home furnishings.
Recognizing the sun's shortcomings, the homeowner, a
major contractor in Arkansas, sought out the local Vista®
dealer. He urgently asked for help in getting protection for
his interior furnishings which includes fine leather furniture,
expensive rugs, precious antiques, and art.
An on-site survey led to the installation of Vista® VS75
SpectraSelect on all of the sunlit windows. The spectrally
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This dream house is a reality and a
practical wonder besides. The home
encompasses 9000 square feet of
living area complete with every
modern convenience. With a
dovetailed Mexican tiled roof and stone facade, it is truly
representative of the contemporary New West. The estate
overlooks the prestigious Ridgepoint Golf Course and
provides unimpeded panoramas from all of the larger-thanlife view windows.

selective film allows the sunlight to shine through and yet
takes the 'sting' out of the sun's rays. The film filters out 40%
of all solar energy, lets 74% of visible light through, stops
30% of the sun's heat from penetrating through glass, and
totally (99.9%) blocks ultraviolet light. On windows where
the sun was less obtrusive and the views less critical, Vista®
V45 Dayview was installed. While Vista® Dayview blocks all
ultraviolet light, it also allows only 45% of visible light to be
transmitted.
With over 1200 square feet of invisible solar control
window film installed, the family can now fully enjoy their
sunlit views safe in the knowledge that all inside furnishings
are protected from the "dark" side of the sun.

